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Abstract 

 

Cryptogiver is not a business corporation, it's an independantly organized 

scientific study and social experiment. The scientific study aims to find an 

optimal allocation in reflective tokens under blockchain smart contract, and 

to create serious sustainability in the decentralized passive returns. The 

social experiment is a journey through the impact of humanitarian vector 

in investors behaviour, and an answer on how to auto-fund caritative 

organizations through DeFi mechanisms. 

 

$GIVER is the first DeFi token released by Cryptogiver, running on BEP-

20 or Binance Smart Chain, and using a hybrid Proof-of-staked-authority 

(PoSA) protocol. Some useful and important mechanisms have been 

injected to enhance its fundamentals : a reflective function to offer passive 

rewards in $THANKS to loyal holders ; a sustainability system to offer a 

solution for the project to not be left in the long run ; a decentralized 

governance process to oversee the working team ; an auto-funded charity 

wallet to realize the humanitarian purpose of the project. 

 

Keywords : reflective token, Cryptogiver experiment, Thankstoken, 

BEP20 

 

Important Notice 

People are free to join and leave this experiment at their own risk. Please remember that 
this whitepaper and all documentation or communication by the Cryptogiver team or 
ambassadors, can never be considered as financial advices, and are never an incentive 
to buy the Cryptogiver native or future tokens. Always do your own research before 
taking decisions, never spend more than what you can afford to lose without damage, 
and be aware that nobody will refund your probable losses - not even the Cryptogiver 
team.   
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Introduction 

 

Reflective tokens are cryptoassets that reward their holders by employing 

a mechanism in which transactions are taxed by the smart contract and a 

percentage of the charged tax is redistributed to all holders of the token. 

In this system, the amount of initial token held will determine the share of 

redistribution, which is a good way to incentivise holding instead of trading, 

thus keeping or increasing the financial value of the token. There are two 

types of reward system : reward with the basis token increasing the basis 

amount in an infinite compound interest, and reward with a third-party 

token with a fixed basis amount.  

 

In addition to the reward feature, with the current global knowledge and 

practice in the crypto realm, it is possible to automatically send another 

percentage of the tax to a marketing wallet, which is used to reach mass 

adoption by displaying ads on dedicated platforms. Another feature 

commonly used is automated liquidity that ensure the token will always be 

tradeable on decentralized exchanges without human intervention to 

increase the liquidity. And finally, it is possible to add an autoburn function, 

which permanently reduces the token supply, making it hyper-deflationary, 

and encouraging people to keep holding.  
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CHAPTER 1 
CHALLENGES 

 

 

Challenge #1 A CANTILIVERED SYSTEM 

 

A cantilever is a rigid structural element that extends horizontally and is 

supported at only one end, putting it in an awkward position, and often 

disrupt its balance, making it ephemeral. The same problem is 

encountered in the reflective tokens system :  

 

 First, because of an insane allocation available for each team 

member at token launch (which will be immediately sold in the 

market at first All-Time-High), then they will stop working for the 

project after few weeks, as they have already taken their flat reward.  

 

 Second, when the project has sold and spent all the marketing 

allocation few weeks or months after token launch, so there is no 

more funds for important operations.  

 

 In summary : without a working team staying for the long run, and a 

permanently funded budget for important operations, the project is 

doomed to failure. 
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Challenge #2 INFLATIONARY AND DEFLATIONARY FORCES 

  

Deflationary mechanisms use these habitual tools : initial burn allocation, 

holding incentives, auto-burn at each transaction. But inflationary forces 

are often strong enough to make deflationary mechanisms fail. Inflation 

comes from three major causes :  

 

 When the reward is made with the basis token, it contributes to 

empower the inflationary forces, (1) because this system increases 

the amount available in each wallet so the relative scarcity of the 

token – as seen by individuals – permanently decreases, (2) and it 

is periodically funding the marketing wallet with the basis token 

which will be sold to execute team work.  

 

 Team and marketing allocation will also work in favour of these 

inflationary forces if these two big wallets are sellers from the launch 

day.  

 

 Whales are the big holders of the basis token, they usually invest 

during the Initial Dex Offerings (IDO) with important amounts, then 

help the inflationary forces when they take profit from the market.  

 

Challenge #3 THE PROFIT-ONLY PURPOSE 

 

When individual profit is the only purpose of each holder, there is no 

personal engagement to help maintaining the system, and the holder only 

acts as an investor : buy at lower price and sell at higher price.  
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 The community philosophical purpose is then another inflationary or 

deflationary factor that drives the token price to constantly decrease 

in the long-run, to remain stable, or to increase.  

 

 By the way, when it comes to hyper-deflationary tokens with 

reflection properties, most of them has no usecase but to generate 

rewards that especially profit for the first investors.   

 

 The result is that at one point, there will no longer be active 

community, and the project will disappear with time.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CRYPTOGIVER AND $GIVER 

 

 

Cryptogiver will create optimal reflective tokens through time. Each of 

these cryptogivers will have their own tokenomics based on good results 

from previous tokens but improved with new challenges that will appear 

with experiences acquired through the project. The first cryptogiver to be 

released is simply called $GIVER. 

 

$GIVER is the governance token of the whole Cryptogiver experiment. It 

is a BEP-20 token running on Binance Smart Chain network and under 

Proof-of-Staked-Authority (PoSA) protocol with reflective properties. The 

maximum offer is 200 000 000 000 GIVER totally unleashed at launch with 

different allocations. Some mechanisms have been integrated to the 

tokenomics for facing the previously mentionned challenges : 

 

1. Sustainability mechanisms : the team allocation will be locked for 6 

months, the initial liquidity will be locked for 3 years, there will be 2% of 

each transaction sent to marketing wallet and another 2% sent to auto-

liquidity pool, and decentralized governance. 

 

 THE DECENTRALIZED GOVERNANCE : The Cryptogiver 

experiment is destined to become an ecosystem of several 

optimized reflective tokens with different properties. The governance 
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of the Cryptogiver ecosystem will be tokenized through its first and 

native token $GIVER within a boardroom to be released soon. Vote 

power inside this decentralized governance will then be an important 

and real usecase of the token $GIVER. Details about it will be 

specified later in a distinct paper before setting up the boardroom. 

 

 THE TEAM ALLOCATION : There will be 7,5% of the supply 

allocated to the team. This team allocation will be 100% locked for 6 

months, then 15% unlocked quarterly. 

 

 THE MARKETING WALLET : 2% of each transaction in TXG will be 

sent to marketing wallet, used by the team to realize TXG roadmap. 

 

 THE INITIAL LIQUIDITY : There will be 5% of the supply allocated 

to the liquidity pool, and also a certain amount of BUSD raised from 

IDO to balance with. This initial liquidity owned by the project will be 

locked for 3 years to offer a guarantee that TXG will always be 

convertible to BUSD.  

 

 THE AUTO-LIQUIDITY : 2% of each transaction in TXG will be sent 

to the liquidity pool, helping to stabilize the price impact of each 

swap. Auto-liquidity is owned by the community and cannot be 

locked by the project team.  

 

2. Hyper-deflationary mechanisms : 50% initial burn allocation, 7% holding 

incentives and 2% auto-burn at each transaction, auto-reward in a third-

party token, 2% marketing and 2% charity wallets funded in BSC native 

token, airdrop and bounties allocation locked for a certain period, anti-

whale mechanism activated. 
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 50% BURN ALLOCATION AND 2% AUTO-BURN : An initial 50% of 

the supply will directly be burnt at launch. This will immediately set 

a first state of scarcity followed by the 2% auto-burn at each 

transaction. In the long-run, the supply available on the market will 

be drastically reduced. 

 

 7% HOLDING INCENTIVE IN THIRD-PARTY TOKEN : The 7% 

holding incentive is the reward split between all holders of $GIVER, 

it will be done in $THANKS, so that if holders want to sell the 

rewards, they will sell $THANKS and not $GIVER. 

 

 2% MARKETING AND 2% CHARITY WALLET FUNDED IN $BNB : 

The marketing expenses and the charity events will never induce 

massive sell of $GIVER as they are directly auto-funded in $BNB. 

 

 2,5% MARKETING ALLOCATION WITH VESTING PERIOD : The 

initial allocation in $GIVER for marketing (airdrops, bounties, and 

giveaways) will have a vesting period that will be determined for 

each case, so that winners of these free tokens will not spend them 

immediately on the market. 

 

 0,5% ANTI-WHALE MECHANISM : The maximum wallet length 

possible is 0,5% of the total supply which will prevent the system to 

be dumped by whales sell activities.  

 

3. Humanitarian mechanisms : the why factor, the 2% auto-funding charity 

wallet, the vote system. 
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 THE WHY FACTOR : The « why » is the purpose of the community 

around the project, it is the reason why people will fight for this 

project on forums, it is the reason why they will keep supporting the 

project even during up-and-downs. Regular communication about 

the « why » will be done within the community to immerse people in 

this purpose.  

 

 THE 2% AUTO-FUNDED CHARITY WALLET : There will be 2% of 

each transaction labelled in $BNB and automatically sent to fund a 

charity wallet. Even if people don’t necessary think about it, they are 

participating in each charity events organized by Cryptogiver. And 

when they are conscious about it, it will give sense to their holding 

and trading. 

 

 THE VOTE SYSTEM : Charity events or NGO funding from charity 

wallet will be decided by the community through online votes. It is 

another way to actively envolve holders in the humanitarian vector 

of Cryptogiver.  
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CHAPTER 3 

$GIVER TOKENOMICS 

 

 

INITIAL RELEASE  

 Token type : BEP20 (Binance smart chain)  

 Protocol : Proof-of-Staked-Authority (PoSA)  

 Max supply : 200 000 000 000  

 

ALLOCATIONS  

 50% locked for burn  

 30% IDO : 10% private + 20% public  

 10% LP : 5% locked in pancakeswap + 5% reserve for CEX  

 7,5% TEAM : locked for 6 months then 15% unlocked quarterly  

 2,5% MARKETING : airdrops, bounties, giveaways, partnerships  

 

TAXES  

 7% redistribution (THANKS)  

 2% autoburn (GIVER)  

 2% marketing (BNB)  

 2% liquidity (GIVER-BNB)  

 2% charity (BNB)  

 

ANTI-WHALE  

 0,5% max wallet  
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CHAPTER 4 

GIVER ROADMAP 

 
 

Phase 1 : PREPARATIONS (Q1 2022) 

□ Community building & social media  

□ Release of the whitepaper 

□ Website development 

□ GIVER private sale 

 

Phase 2 : LAUNCH (Q1 2022) 

□ GIVER development & tests 

□ GIVER public sale 

□ GIVER launch on DEX 

 

Phase 3 : PROMOTION (Q1Q2 2022) 

□ Marketing (influencers, articles and press releases, ads) 

□ Listing of GIVER on voting sites 

□ Listing of GIVER on Coinmarketcap and Coingecko 

□ CEX introduction 

 

Phase 4 : SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS (Q1Q2 2022) 

□ DEX score completed  

□ BSC official verification 

□ Smart contract audit request  
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Phase 5 : GOVERNANCE (Q3Q4 2022) 

□ Deep researches on tokenized governance  

□ Release of the Giver governance paper 

□ Setup of the boardroom 

□ Launch of the boardroom 

 

Phase 6 : ECOSYSTEM EXTENSION (Q3Q4 2022) 

□ Official report on achieved work  

□ Identification of projects to be launched in the Cryptogiver 

ecosystem 

□ Launch of the extended ecosystem 
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CHAPTER 5 

$GIVER PUBLIC SALE DETAILS 

 
 

The IDO public sale of $GIVER will take place from 14 to 24/02/2022. More 

detailed informations will be communicated on Cryptogiver official website 

and social media accounts. Allocations are as follow : 

 

TOKENS ALLOCATIONS 

Rewarded Share Allocation Destination GIVER Notes 

YES 25% IDO 

Private sale 10% Unsold tokens from private sale will be 

added to public sale. Unsold tokens 

from public sale will be burnt before 

DEX launch. 

Public sale 

20% 

NO 15% LP 

Pancakeswap 
5% 

This will be the initial liquidity to be 

locked at launch 

CEX reserve 
5% 

This is a reserve to be used in CEX 

future introduction 

NO 50% 
INITIAL 

BURN 
Burn wallet 

50% 

This percentage will increase with 

autoburn, making $GIVER a hyper-

deflationary token 

YES 7,5% TEAM Team wallet 7,5% 

This allocation in $GIVER will not be 

directly split to the team but locked for 6 

months. After 6 months, 15% will be 

unlocked quarterly, or  

YES 2,5% MARKETING Community 2,5% 
This allocation will be used for airdrops, 

giveaways, contests, and bounties. 

  100%     100%   
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JOIN THE CRYPTOGIVER ARMY 

 

Website : https://www.cryptogiver.net   

Telegram : https://t.me/CryptoGiverNet   

Twitter : https://twitter.com/CryptoGiverNet   

Facebook : https://facebook.com/CryptoGiverNet   

https://www.cryptogiver.net/
https://t.me/CryptoGiverNet
https://twitter.com/CryptoGiverNet
https://facebook.com/CryptoGiverNet

